









Tango, Truco and Echoing Voices in the Process of Translating Tamara Kamenszain

Tamara Kamenszain (b. 1947, Buenos Aires) is one of Argentina’s leading poets and essayists. She is the author of nine collections of poetry: De este lado del Mediterráneo (1973), Los no (1977), La casa grande (1986), Vida de living (1991), Tango Bar (1998), El ghetto (2003), Solos y solas (2005), El eco de mi madre (2010), and La novela de la poesía (2012), her collected poems. She has also published essay collections such as La edad de la poesía (1996), Historias de amor (2000), and La boca del testimonio (2007). 
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This article will concentrate on her collections Solos y solas (2005) and El eco de mi madre (2010) and will trace the thematic ‘spirals’ which develop in and across the poems, building what can be termed a ‘story-telling nucleus’. It will also explore Kamenszain’s interest in stretching and stripping words until they touch upon and capture ‘the real’, beyond metaphorical readings and implications. This exploration will, in turn, lead to a close study of Kamenszain’s use of language, in particular, her use of colloquialisms and rhythms encoded in Argentine speech, especially porteño speech (i.e. from the city of Buenos Aires). In the final section of this paper I will turn to the process of translating her poetry by drawing a parallel with truco, the most typically Argentine card game of all, where (as reader/ player/ translator) one is fully aware of the ‘tricks’ involved – from word game/ play, pun, allusion, to dialogues with other poets and even tango steps – but chooses to conceal, rather than reveal so as not to ‘give the game away’. Through this process the translator would thus remain true to the particular neobarroque nature of Kamenszain’s poetry, where ‘neobarroque’ is characterised by its suggestiveness, allusive power, as well as its tendency towards elision.     
Towards a Reading of Kamnenszain’s oeuvre

  Even before the publication of her collected poems in 2012, with each of her slim volumes of poetry Tamara Kamenszain had, over the years, managed to thread together an oeuvre (Chitarroni 2005: 1). ‘Su poesía ha alcanzado el estatuto de obra,’ asserted critic Enrique Foffani back in 2005 and added that Solos y solas, published that year, allowed the reader to associate each poem with the memory of Kamnenszain’s previous collections (Foffani 2005: 1). In the same way, her next collection of poems, El eco de mi madre (2010), which won the prestigious prize for best poetry collection published in 2010 at the Festival de la Lira, Ecuador, is inconceivable without Solos y solas. In 2012 her collected poems were published in Buenos Aires by Adriana Hidalgo Editora under the title La novela de la poesía [The novel of Poetry], which includes Kamenszain’s latest homonymous collection. As critic Foffani states in his insightful introduction, the idea behind this new book is not to do with narrating in verse, but with ‘escribir la novela que la poesía contiene’ (Foffani 2012: 5). The novel allows itself to be seen, glimpsed or glanced at, between the lines of the poems, he adds. In a sense, Kamenszain has been writing fragments of this novel of poetry from her first collection onwards and now her past books have been given a roof – a roof that, at one point, belonged to the casa grande, then to the living room, the ghetto, the tango bar, or the ‘little tent’, yet always to the sheltering word of poetry (Foffani 2012: 5). ​[1]​ Thus, when read together, in one volume, the links between Kamenszain’s books become more apparent: certain themes, leitmotivs, rhetorical figures, phrases (Foffani 2012: 5) appear here and there – these links are the stitches of the textual fabric of the novel of poetry. 
In the first instance I will concentrate on these links, these ‘thematic spirals’ turning and developing in and across the poems of Solos y Solas and El eco de mi madre, the two collections of Kamenszain’s work that I have translated to date, but will also pick some of the ‘threads’ shaping these ‘thematic spirals’ from her previous volumes such as Tango Bar (1998) and El ghetto (2003) in an attempt to illustrate how a translatorly reading that builds upon this ‘story-telling nucleus’, this ‘secret novel’, as Kamenszain herself referred to it back in 2005 in an interview with Luis Chitarroni (2005: 1), allows for the re-creation or re-composition of the poetry of Kamenszain in another language, in a process that attempts to re-produce (in as much as this is possible) the writing process.
So far I have been using two main metaphors to refer to this novel-in-progress that is Kamenszain’s poetry: I have referred to the ‘stitches of a textual fabric’ and to the ‘thematic spirals’ running through her work. Both metaphors can be traced back to Kamenszain’s own work, critical and poetic. In her essay ‘Bordado y costura del texto’, first published in El texto silencioso (1983), and included in Historias de amor (Y otros ensayos sobre poesía) (2000) she refers to the fact that it is ‘casi parte del sentido común comparar al texto con un tejido, a la construcción del relato con una costura, el modo de adjetivar un poema con la acción de bordar’ (2000: 208). Sewing, embroidering, cooking, cleaning, are all metaphors for writing, Kamenszain argues. In their article ‘Hablan con ellas (María Moreno, Sylvia Molloy y Tamara Kamenzsain)’ the critics María Alejandra Minelli and Rayén Daiana Pozzi refer to the act of knitting (or weaving) by quoting from El eco de mi madre the memorable lines ‘No puedo narrar. / Qué pretérito me serviría / si mi madre ya no me teje más?’ (2010: 15) and highlighting how ‘[e]l universo semántico al que recurre la poeta remite al ámbito de lo doméstico y la tradición oral’ (2012: 152), which, in turn, takes us spiralling back to her 1983 essay. This is not surprising, since the metaphor of the spirals can be found in her first collection, De este lado del Mediterráneo (1973), in the poem ‘Retorno’: ‘Toda palabra es un círculo, una flecha que se vuelve sobre sí misma’ (Kamenszain 2012: 72). The critic Silvina Friera also quotes this line in ‘Escribir es andar medio a ciegas con alguna intuición’, published in 2012 when La novela de la poesía came out. Friera refers to the ‘espirales de la poesía reunida’ and how the poet herself ‘vuelve sobre sí misma en la entrevista’ (Friera 2012: 1). In fact, Kamenszain herself referred to the spiralling movement of her poetic output a few years before, in an interview with Luis Chitarroni.  When asked about the ‘núcleo temático’ linking her poetry collections, Kamenszain finessed the concept by referring to ‘temas como vueltas de una espiral que va retomando, cada vez de otra manera, lo que vos llamas un núcleo’ (Kamenszain in Chitarroni 2005: 1). And in the interview with Enrique Foffani published in 2010 at the time El eco de mi madre came out, Kamenszain linked up her critical and poetic outputs by invoking the spiral metaphor in the following terms: ‘una me inspira para la otra, pero no casualmente, sí de una manera en espiral’ (Kamenszain, in Foffani 2010: 2). 
The spiralling motion, as we have seen, implies a return, but this returning movement also expands with each journey back, in such a way that the space it surrounds grows and as it grows, it encompasses a larger body of work. Accretion, accumulation, are words suggested by this gyring, circular movement, a movement that can be related to the way words gather overtones through the years. To read Kamenszain’s poetry is to be aware of this process of accretion, of this process of accumulation as words and images repeat themselves, echoing through the pages and across the places and times of the poems which succeed each other in a pseudo-biographical mode. If we think of physical places, we find her poetry has moved, as suggested earlier, from the casa grande to the living, from the inner space of family life to the wider space of the barrio with its tango bars and cafes, as well as to the ghetto (the ‘secular ghetto’, ‘puertas adentro de mi barrio’ (Kamenszain 2003: 19)), to move back to the family and an exploration of family roots and bonds, and love liaisons set against an urban background of a city in the midst of an economic crisis (in Solos y solas), back to the family and family roots (in El eco de mi madre), and the record of a death which is also the record of a birth, i.e. the birth of the poet, in a language that above all bares itself in an attempt to say more. 
This move towards a kind of linguistic nudism, as Kamenszain suggests (in Chitarroni 2005: 2) is made manifest in her growing interest in stretching and stripping words until they touch upon and capture ‘the real’. Kamenszain hastens to explain that this attempt at capturing ‘the real’ must not be understood as ‘realism’ in its (locked) opposition with ‘modernism’, but with a move towards stripping words (as far as this is possible) from their ‘ropaje metafórico’ or metaphorical clothing. We should add that she acknowledges this move in the younger generation of Argentine poets, in her essay ‘Testimoniar sin metáfora’. Once again, critical and poetic writings unite into the spiralling motion.
Indeed, Kamenszain discusses the term ‘lo real’ in a footnote at the start of said essay (2007: 121-22) by stating that ‘el término real permite establecer una diferencia con el término realidad’ and she also establishes a difference between lo real and the Lacanian conception of lo Real ‘entendida como aquello que se resiste a ser formulado (simbolizado) y a ser representado (imaginado) which pushes literature from ‘la realidad “tal cual es” hasta esa falta que supone lo irrepresentable’ (footnote 4, p.121). However, Kamenszain then finesses the concept by giving it a further twist, like the turning of a screw, and thus refers to contemporary thinkers such as Toni Negri who sees in the impossibility of representation the ‘motor productivo del arte’. Deleuze, on the other hand, Kamenszain adds, refers to the ‘unidad real mínima’ as ‘agenciamiento’ and hence, ‘el escritor […] es el que escribe con el mundo, no en nombre de este’. This ‘writing with the world’ is clearly the focal point of Kamenszain’s analysis of the poetry of contemporary Argentine poets such as Washington Cucurto, Martín Gambarotta and Roberta Iannamico. What these poets share is the need to ‘cut’ or ‘break’ away from the metaphor as the most favoured rhetorical tool of poetry, which stems from the understanding that the natural link between things and names needs to be challenged. The resulting void (here we can think of Kamenszain’s desert) – as ‘lo único real’ (Negri in Kamenszain 2007: 155) leads us to reach out for ‘las cosas más sencillas’: this is ‘lo que verdaderamente hay’ (Kamenszain 2007: 155).   
But how does Kamensazain move forward to face this poetic challenge, i.e. find words that capture ‘the real’? In Solos y solas, for example, the challenge of finding love in the city foregrounds the poetic challenge, this search for the exact word, for the word that will bridge the gap between reality and writing, or, in Alejandra Pizarnik’s words, ‘si digo agua ¿beberé? / si digo pan ¿comeré? [if I say water, will I drink? / if I say bread, will I eat?]’ (Pizarnik 2002: 399; Rossi 2010: 262).  What we find in Solos y solas is a ‘lírica de fugacidades dichas en el momento justo’ (Chitarroni 2005: 1) a point that we must bear in mind when thinking about Kamesnzain’s prime interest in ‘the real’. And this is so because in the poems of Solos y solas we are always faced with ‘un lenguaje justo, nunca ajustado, un idioma que quiere hacer de sus giros actuales toda su coartada poética’ (Foffani 2005:1). When Chitarroni and Kamenszain also discuss this point, Kamenszain highlights the distinction between the ‘voices’ registered in the poems of Solos y solas and a ‘copia o transcripción realista’: ‘lo coloquial entra en mi poesía […] no a través de un grabador sino a través de la letra ya grabada (y gravada sobre todo) por el habla’ (Kamenszain in Chitarroni 2005: 3). The fact that the letter, that words, are ‘recorded’ and ‘encoded’ in speech, and also ‘loaded’ and even ‘saturated’ by speech, takes us back to orality, to the domestic dimension of poetry and song and storytelling, to Kamenszain’s ‘Bordado y costura del texto’ and also to the process of accretion undergone by language itself. Kamenszain is attentive to this process, to these linguistic sediments settling and compacting in new usages. The ‘habla’ she favours in Solos y solas, for example, is porteño (the speech characteristically associated with the port of Buenos Aires and hence, the city of Buenos Aires), also lunfardo​[2]​: in the opening poem of Solos y solas the ‘I’ is a squatter in her house, though she ‘owns’ it: ‘Soy la okupa de mi propia casa / desde que la propiedad se fue de mí’ (Kamenszain 2005: 11). But apart from highlighting her use of slang (‘okupa’), this opening also evidences an understanding of poetry as the process in which one begins to write from scratch, in the absence of (people or things): ‘la poesía siempre trata de bordear la ausencia, y parece que para lograrlo tiene que hablar no “con propiedad”, sino más bien, sin propiedad’ (Kamenszain in Chitarroni 2005:1). To ‘surround’ or ‘edge around’ absence, to move around the gaps left by words, is what writing poetry attempts. And for poetry to succeed, it must not ‘hablar con propiedad’, but ‘sin propiedad’. ​[3]​ In the third line of the poem, the poet asserts: ‘ya no tengo escritura’ (Kamenszain 2005: 11), the Spanish ‘escritura’ very aptly echoing the word ‘writing’: what the I / poet has set out to do is try to re-claim her house (which can be read as a metaphor for writing) and this process will involve re-building the house (of poetry) on her own, from scratch, sin propiedad, without the ‘deeds’ of a language that prescribes a ‘proper’ way or style, and, by extension, a possible adherence to an ‘established’ way of writing poetry: in fact, she will re-build her house in the vast emptiness of the ‘desert’, as we shall see later. The ‘new roof’ grows on her promising a new home, a home that has to be re-created in the face of absence, in this case, absence also of ‘vos tú él el hombre con la cama doble / mudado por el cuarto a la deriva’ (Kamenszain 2005: 11).  Thus commences a sojourn in the bars and dance halls for the solos y solas of Buenos Aires in the hope that she will be able to find this twin soul with whom to share bed and house, and possibly build a new home. Yet the ‘I’ is turned ‘cenicienta en radiotaxi’ (Kamenszain 2005: 15) at the end of the night; still alone, though accompanied by the ‘eco del eco de lo que pueden los letristas’ (Kamenszain 2005: 15) she asks the taxi driver for the ‘camino más corto para llegar a casa’ (Kamenszain 2005: 15).  There is, in this poem, a first hint of the echoes that need to be allowed in so as to say ‘lo que somos / nuestro sentir más íntimo’ (Kamenszain 2005: 15). The echoes of the tango lyric she’s been dancing to still linger, a true form of porteño poetry the I / poet is determined to capture in her own lyrics as, in solitude, she ‘takes a step’ home. 
These tango lyrics are an example of the ‘letra grabada’ that Kamenszain refers to (Kamenszain in Chitarroni 2005: 3), which allows her to play on the meanings of two verbs that, at least in Argentine Spanish, are pronounced in the same way. Tango lyrics very often find their way into the habla (speech) of porteños mirroring the process by which lunfardo found its way into the tango lyrics at the turn of last century: we are again confronted by a circular, spiralling motion, the movement of a language that was recorded, literally understood (grabado), by tango singers, and that, in turn, also allowed a process of gravado, from the verb gravar with its root in gravamen, as a tax or addition (on its use). What lies behind this process is the understanding of slang as the grabado and gravado of language, via the tango lyrics, and thus, slang, as well as colloquialisms, as the living memory of language, as a record of its usages.
There are two movements then, in Kamenszain’s poetry, given this understanding of language – on the one hand a movement that obeys the desire to strip poetic language of its unnecessary ‘poetic eloquence’ by aiming at a ‘lenguaje justo, nunca ajustado’ (Foffani 2005:1), and, on the other, a movement towards ‘the real’ dimension of language by making the letra grabada (y gravada) the raw materials of her poetry. This results in a poetry sin propiedad (understood here as the non-adherence to the ‘poetic diction’ regarded as accepted currency at a given time), and the poet manages to write it because, precisely, she has left the casa grande, and the shared house, she has, instead, gone out in search of her roots, out in the desert, where she has put up a ‘tent’ or ‘tent word’, a translation of Paul Celan’s Zeltwort which has a special resonance here. Indeed, it is in connection with Paul Celan’s poetry that Alan Badiou affirms ‘The poem must install time’s truth within the impassibility of the inherited language’ (Badiou (2005) 2007: 89). This statement is, I will argue, also relevant in the case of Kamenszain’s poetry. But before I expand on this I would like to show this double movement as reflected in the structure of Solos y solas and the poet’s journey to the desert (of her roots). In fact, it is this journey that will take me to Celan’s ‘Anabasis’, the poem Kamenszain quotes in the epigraph of ‘La alianza’ (Part III of Solos y solas) and which Badiou is writing about.  
	While the first two sections of the volume Solos y solas constitute ‘cuasi-microrelatos en que se expone la soledad tras la separación de la pareja y la rutina de los encuentros programados’ (Luppo 2009: 4) and thus allow for the exploration of the fragility of human bonds in the big urban centres (Luppo 2009: 4), such as Buenos Aires, via the letra grabada,  they provide a thematic contrast with the third and last section in the collection which comprises one single, longer poem entitled ‘La alianza’ in which Kamenszain re-visits some of the concerns in El ghetto by moving on to focus on her Jewish roots and the monogamy of her family. Though the mourning for the dead father seems to be over, (Foffani 2005: 4) his presence still ‘roams around’ the poem, as symbolized by the physicality of the wedding ring: ‘me quedé con la alianza de mi padre’ (Kamenszain 2005: 45).  In fact, the pun implicit in alianza evokes both the ring and the bond between two people, in this case, not just the spouses whose names have been engraved in the ring’s inner circle (‘¿qué veo cuando veo algo en el nombre del oro?’ (Kamenszain 2005: 45)) but also the bond between the ‘I’ and her deceased father and, by extension, the link to her Jewish roots. It is, indeed, the parents’ names engraved in gold that allow the speaker / poet to reflect on the full significance of their marital union:
	una esperanza desplegada en otro tiempo
toldo de dos que se apropiaron del desierto
dibujaron un techo nuevo sobre nada
lo que tapa la cabeza de los que se casan
es una telita apenas si se hincha
parece sábana desvelada sobre cuatro palos
ellos miraron hacia arriba y quedó claro
que desde esa noche dormirían abajo

                                                                      (Kamenszain 2005: 45-46)
The toldo put up in the desert calls to mind some of the places visited in El ghetto, where, in exploring her Jewish ancestry after the death of the father, she ‘despliega aquí los rollos del Mar Muerto’ (Somoza 2003: 1). Just as the ‘ghetto’ in her 2003 collection is a starting point, the ‘punto desde el cual partir y salir hacia el afuera’ (Somoza 2003:1), the desert in Solos y solas is that vast, empty space one has first to visit and claim in order to find something or someone: ‘hay que ir hasta el desierto para después encontrar algo o a alguien’ (Kamenszain in Chitarroni 2005:4). Thus, the literal toldo of the tent put up in the desert as a shelter for the newly-weds, becomes a metaphor for what the I / poet finds in the absence of love: 
	la literatura es otro techito armado en el desierto
	se conmemora como enlace judío
	cuando la palabra cobija en su propia ley
	                                                                        (Kamenszain 2005: 48)






                                (Celan 1983: 257)






                             (Celan, Hamburger, trans. 1996: 203)  
Thus, whether Zeltwort, tentword or sheltering word (Rossi 2010: 49), in the context of ‘La alianza’ they all point to the sheltering quality of the word, the word that becomes body in the absence of another, a shelter, and, by extension, dwelling place, house, home, albeit temporary, provisional, makeshift, even portable (‘casa ahora es cuerpo y yo / acabo chupada por la lengua’ (Kamenszain 2005: 17). A further link is clearly established here between the casa and the lengua, implying language, words, and pointing perhaps to the building of the house in words. As we read further on in ‘La alianza’, this word shelters ‘en su propia ley’, that is, according to its own laws – a phrase that needs further ‘unpicking’. Thanks to the enjambment of the line, we can read the line that follows ‘un ritmo nuevo una melodía inesperada’ as the object of the verb ‘to shelter’. What the word shelters is a rhythm, a melody, thus, by extension, writing, poetry: this reading is reinforced by the use of rhyme in the next couple of lines:
	si te veo por primera vez me enganchás en estribillo
porque sé sin querer que rima con anillo
pero sé queriendo que rima con tu ex anillo
                                                       (Kamenszain 2005: 48)
The singing, or writing (of the poem) and the ring (symbol of the couple) (Foffani 2005: 4) are joined by rhyme thus highlighting their thematic bond: we are, once again, in the presence of a ‘thematic spiral’ that grows and develops in the closing poem of the volume, enveloping the echoes and images from the poems in the previous two sections.
But apart from its significance on the thematic level just discussed, the quotation from Celan’s famous poem ‘Anabasis’ at the start of ‘La alianza’ is significant on another level.  Celan’s ‘Anabasis’ is a poem which, like many in Die Niemandrose, can de directly related to music: 
In this book, music and musicality seem to play a significant role: not only does 
every fifth poem explicitly thematize  music, but many poems seem deliberately
to foreground the auditory aspects of their language.   
                                                                  (Englund 2009: 1)
  	In a similar way, the poems in Solos y solas also foreground the auditory aspects of   porteño speech, as we have seen, evident in Kamenszain’s use of slang and colloquialisms and of the lunfardo porteño but, more significantly, they do so in the way the words and rhythms of her lines seem to hang on the dos por cuatro del compás del tango. And it is precisely this familiar rhythm, embedded in orality, that moves us in Kamenszain’s poems. It is worth remembering that Kamenszain herself refers to the kind of poetry where
no importa tanto si se entiende o no lo que dice, pero dice y eso se comparte y emociona, ése es el punto de lo oral, coloquial […] que me interesa tocar con la poesía, en cierto sentido tiene que ver de nuevo con lo real, con un más allá del lenguaje entendido como un sistema cerrado. 
                                                                                                              (in Chitarroni 2005: 4)
Just before this statement Kamenszain mentions Vallejo’s poetry and the critic Julio Ortega’s assertion that Vallejo’s poetry generates ‘una “emotividad compartida”’. This is important since she has also written critically about César Vallejo’s poetry in an essay called ‘Testimoniar en oxímoron’ (in La boca del testimonio, 2007) where she resorts to Celan’s Zeltwort and to the poet’s plea in ‘Anabasis’ for an ‘ascensión hacia la palabra que cobija; juntos.’​[4]​ This word, juntos, or the original mitsammen, points to the ‘pueblo’ in Vallejo, Kamenszain argues, a term that ‘da cuenta de una lengua que solo se contraseña con el otro’ (Kamenszain 2007: 51), which is even more so in the case of Celan’s dialectal use of mitsammen as opposed to the standard German zusammen. ​[5]​ The move towards this shared language is, according to Badiou, what can be seen in Celan’s work as the ‘aspiración hacia el ultrapoema’ (quoted in Kamenszain 2007: 51).  
	But, as I stated above, the word Zeltwort shelters ‘en su propia ley’, a phrase that can be read in two ways at least. One way, discussed above, is following the run-on line or enjambment; another reading would be to consider the end of the line, i.e. the line break, as a way of bringing the meaning of the sentence to a close, and so the lines  
la literatura es otro techito armado en el desierto
	se conmemora como enlace judío
	cuando la palabra cobija en su propia ley
foreground the final phrase, i.e. the word’s ‘own laws’, a phrase which needs to be followed by the question ‘what are the word’s “own laws”’? Possible answers to this question have to be sought, precisely, in the way Kamenszain uses language in her poetry, which involves, as said before, a stripping, a baring, and also a return to the colloquial, to orality, to the letra grabada y gravada, and both movements, though at first sight may appear oxymoronic, imply, however, a journey back to her roots. In this light the epigraph chosen by Kamenszain is most apt, since Celan is also a poet writing poetry in an attempt to bare language of the ‘poetic eloquence’ of the previous century, as Badiou shows in his analysis of two poems entitled ‘Anabasis’, by Alexis Saint-Leger and Paul Celan respectively, which are ‘diametrically opposed to one another as to the chances and duties of poetry’ (Badiou (2005) 2007: 89). Celan, Badiou argues, presents ‘language only in its cut, in its section, in its perilous reparation’ (89) and in doing so ‘forc[es] the German language, that of the murderers, to carry this inventiveness’ (88). One of the ways in which Celan does this is by foregrounding the etymology of words, that is, by journeying back to the origins of the German language.​[6]​ 
This double movement I have been tracing in Kamenszain’s poetry through her use of a ‘lenguaje justo, nunca ajustado’ (Foffani 2005:1), and her search for ‘the real’ in the letra grabada (y gravada) is also seen in her 2010 collection El eco de mi madre. In fact, one can state that in El eco lo real continues to be the focus of her coartada poética only that it enters into her poetry through the echo – the testimony of others, the echo of others, as well as the echo of the dying mother. It is the ‘emotividad compartida’ that I referred to above, that Kamenszain alludes to by stating that ‘eso se comparte y emociona, ése es el punto de lo oral, coloquial […] que me interesa tocar con la poesía’. Part of the shared orality is precisely found in music, as this poems shows:   
Como mi madre que a veces me trata de usted
y yo me doy vuelta para ver quién soy,
la amiga de Sylvia que perdió el voseo 
la desconoce hablándole de tú.
Correctas educadas casi pomposas
estas rehenes del Alzheimer
ponen a congelar la lengua materna
mientras nos despiden de su mundo sin palabras.
Sin embargo si te canto tu canción infantil
la neurona del idisch se posa dulce sobre tus labios 
y todo lo que nunca entendí en ese idioma
lo repito con vos viejita, y me queda claro.
                                                                                   (Kamenszain 2010: 27)
It is when the canción infantil, in Yiddish, is recalled, that the mother recovers, albeit momentarily, her memory and sense of identity, and that mother and daughter can once again re-inhabit their past roles, while lo real is captured not only by the use of colloquialisms (‘vos’ and ‘viejita’, for example) but also by foregrounding the presence of the testimony, by allowing in the ‘echo’ of others. In this case, it can be said the poem is built around the anecdote (another’s - ‘Sylvia’s’ in the poem, alluding to Sylvia Molloy quoted in the poem’s epigram) retold by the speaker as she establishes a link, a parallel between their (shared) experiences.  
As I have discussed elsewhere​[7]​ we can talk of ‘echoes’ in El eco de mi madre in more than one sense: there are the echoes of her previous collections threading together the ‘novel of poetry’; there are also the echoes from the porteño we speak and inhabit; there are the echoes of the mother, as well as the echoes of the writers that Kamenszain quotes and whose words and stories she weaves into her own poetic fabric. Sometimes these writers are quoted in epigraphs; other times their words appear like threads woven into the fabric of the poem; and at yet other times, their presence surfaces in anecdotes making up the actual body of the poem: these echoes from other writers – many of them women, many of them from Latin America – create a real ‘charla de vecinas en un patio porteño’ (Ortiz Bandes 2011: 2). In particular, with the Chilean Diamela Eltit, the Mexican Coral Bracho and the Argentines Lucía Laragione and Sylvia Molloy, the speaker of El eco enters into a conversation about mothers and fathers and close friends who also became, like the speaker’s mother,  ‘hostages to Alzheimer’s’. In this sense, we are dealing once again with orality, explored earlier on in connection with Kamenszain’s ‘Bordado y costura del texto’.


I will now turn to the process of translation and argue that the kind of engagement with the source text I have demonstrated so far is essential if the translator is to ‘enter the making of the poem [so as] to re-make it’, as Jean Boase-Beier affirms (2014:225). In this sense the task of the Kamenszain translator is ‘to engage with poetics in the most meaningful sense’ (Boase-Beier 2014: 225) and this involves a comprehensive reading of the poet’s work, both poetic and critical, in order to bring out the way in which these different strands of textual production unite into the spiralling motion, which, as we have seen, re-take, with each new turn, a central nucleus.  In Kamenszain’s case, it is also important to allow the poet to ‘speak’ as it were, of her own approach to poetry – her interviews prove another essential piece in the puzzle, in this process of re-constructing the poems in the target language. It is to the interview with Kamenszain conducted by the writer and editor Luis Chitarroni (2005) that I need to turn in the first instance to find the metaphor for translating Kamenszain that, I will argue, proves most effective in describing the process of translation. 
In connection with the ‘thematic nuclei’ mentioned above Kamenszain states (in Chitarroni 2005: 2) that ‘el [lector] que busque en mis libros lo familiar o lo judío o lo amoroso se va a encontrar siempre con una desmentida.’ It is precisely this ‘desmentida’ – or ‘juego de la desmentida’ – that Kamenszain foregrounds in this section of the interview and which she relates to the ‘juego que juega la poesía’. But an allusion to the ‘games’ poetry plays does not just mean the use of rhetorical ‘tricks’ or devices, which runs the risk of presenting poetry in terms of the binary opposition of content versus form, Kamenszain hastens to add. Thus, she says
Hablemos entonces sin prejuicios de trucos que, por cierto, los hay. Porque si 
seguimos con la idea del juego, el truco es el juego más argentino, ese que no 
hay que deschavar […] Es eso que los traductores deberían poder pescar y que yo 
como traductora de mí misma tendría que poder declarar ahora. 
                                                                                  (Kamenszain in Chitarroni 2005: 2)
The truco card game referred to in the above quotation implies a complex system of ‘lies’ or ‘desmentidas’ which lead the opponents into believing they are in possession of certain cards which will, in turn, lead to their controlling and, ultimately, winning the game. Hence, the players communicate with their partners (if playing in pairs that is) by gesturing to each other and an important part of the game is ‘tricking’ the opponents into thinking they are in a better position than they actually are. The idea is that there is a ‘truth’ (the actual value of the cards) that has to be concealed, rather than revealed.
	It is this idea of concealing, rather than revealing, or rather, revealing, in order to then conceal, that is most important for the translator. While it is necessary not to render the process of translation invisible, what the translator has to be wary of is revealing too much of what has gone into the re-making of the source text into the target text and thus run the risk of adding ‘explanations’ to those most obscure sections of the source text. Such ‘explanations’ would only ‘give the game away’ in the truco sense.
	The process of revealing to then conceal (in the target text) is best exemplified by the kind of engagement with the source text that I have explored in the first part of this article. The ‘apuesta a la escansión y a los encabalgamientos como un modo de decir más diciendo menos’ (Kamenszain in Chitarroni 2005: 2) is one of such ‘tricks’ that has to be translated into the target text in such a way that the possibility of ambiguity is maintained.  Thus, the enjambment has to work in the same way in the target text, so that the verb ‘to shelter’ can be read as having two possible objects: 
	literature is but another little tent raised in the desert
	commemorated like a Jewish union
when the word shelters in its own law 
a new rhythm, an unexpected melody 
                                                                (Rossi 2010: 53)
                                                                                                      
followed immediately (with no punctuation) by the next three lines joined together by the end rhyme:
if I see you for the first time you’ll hook me in the singing
because I know it half-rhymes without meaning to with ring
but know meaningfully it rhymes with your ex-ring
                                                                   (Rossi 2010: 53)
	Another important element to be revealed (and concealed) is ‘la apuesta a la escansión’ because it is through the particular use of rhythm, and especially the rhythm of the tango as encoded in the habla, that Kamenszain both strips and bares the language and also incorporates the letra grabada (y gravada) of the ‘inherited language’. For example, in some cases, in Solos y solas we could  argue that her poems are written on the page the way tango lyrics are laid out or arranged on the staff (or stave; pentagrama) and in their sequence speak of the need for interpretation (Kamenszain 2000: 112). In her critical essay ‘Cansados del cansancio’, Kamenszain refers specifically to the ‘tango grammar’ and looks at the works of tango lyricists such as the brothers Homero and Virgilio Expósito. The tango lyricist writes in a first person that others make use of: the tango singer ‘says’ it in masculine or feminine, while the musician, in turn, imposes on it another identity (Kamenszain 2000: 112). This ‘live lyric’, Kamenszain argues, needs to have the rhymes beaten into it, to have the air of scansion breathed into it, to have its links and refrains broken apart and pieced together again (‘armar y desarmar’) – a process that is akin to the translation process.       
	Once again, we see the benefits of reading Kamenszain’s poetic output in a spiralling motion that also encompasses her critical work. She visited the world of the tango and the cafes and bars of Buenos Aires in Tango Bar (1998), hand in hand with porteño speech, and she returns to it in Solos y solas in a way that resembles the closure of a narrative. And we see this narrative closure more clearly precisely because of her exploration and readings of tango lyrics in her critical work. An example of this is how she reads the following lines from “Naranjo en flor”:
 	Primero hay que saber sufrir
	Después amar, después partir
	Y al fin andar sin pensamientos
                                                                                   (quoted in Kamenszain 2000: 113)
where rhymes construct a musical sequence which combines with a temporal sequence to build in the narrative – the novela tanguera (Kamenszain 2000: 113).
	These lines are also a very apt example of how the meter of the tango lyric works:	
	
Pri/me/ro hay/ que/ sa/ber/ su/frir                9 syllables
	Des/pu/és/ a/mar,/ des/pu/és/ par/tir            9 syllables 
	Y al/ fin/ an/dar/ sin/ pen/sa/mien/tos          9 syllables
Though in standard Spanish prosody the lines quoted above have nine syllables each, tango lyrics tend towards the eight-syllable line, and also rely heavily on syncopation, flexibility, and vocal performance. It is worth remembering that 
	La letra de tango no es simplemente un poema: está ideada para ser cantada 
y no dicha, y no pocas veces se escribe sobre las frases musicales. De manera
que su estructura, sus medidas, el ritmo que las sujeta, la acentuación que le
da escala, el clima donde respira, dimanan de la música del tango, de la atmósfera
del tango, del espíritu del tango.   
                                              (Ferrer (1960) in Lincuiz 2010: 171)
If we consider the following lines from ‘La alianza’
si te veo por primera vez me enganchás en estribillo
porque sé sin querer que rima con anillo
pero sé queriendo que rima con tu ex anillo
es la primera vez que me deslizo por semejante prefijo
pero no es la última no me asusta
                                                     acabar comprometida
con la forma circular con la boca del profiláctico
con el contenido que explota adentro 
                                                                          (Kamenszain 2005: 48)
                                                                                                                                                   it is not difficult to hear in them the rhythms of the tango, the dos por cuatro, especially if one breaks up the longer lines by adding a pause or caesura in the middle, a process of desarmado which allows to foreground the chan-chán rhythm of the bandoneón. This is the rhythm which I have tried to retain in English:
if I see you for the first time you’ll hook me in the singing
because I know it half-rhymes without meaning to with ring
but know meaningfully it rhymes with your ex-ring
it’s the first time I slip through such a prefix
but not the last I’m not afraid
of becoming engaged
to the circular shape to the mouth of the condom
to the contents that spurt inside

                                                                                            (Rossi 2010: 53)

Just as the ‘live lyric’ of the tango needs to have life breathed into it so that the poetry can capture the real, the echoes in El eco de mi madre also imply a process of breathing life into a memory that is, like a light, in the process of dying out. When the speaker says ‘la letra de ella sale por nuestras bocas’ in the fifth poem, it becomes apparent that this collection is as much a testimony of death as it is of life, of the birth of the poet in the (live) act of giving testimony, as she rises to the challenge in an attempt to say the unsayable.​[8]​ 
It is clear from this discussion of the process of translation by drawing a parallel with the truco game that the task of the Kamenszain translator is to tread carefully and join in ‘the game’, in the ‘juego que juega la poesía’, by concealing that which a careful, engaged act of reading (i.e. the translator’s) has revealed: it is in its most paradoxical, in its most oxymoronic, that writing is at its edgiest and most alive and such is Kamenszain’s writing with its twofold, paradoxical movement towards a stripping, a baring of language and, at the same time, towards the incorporation of the letra grabada (y gravada) of what is ‘inherited’ in language. Such concealment is necessary to remain true to the particular neobarroque nature of Kamenszain’s poetry, where ‘neobarroque’ is characterised by its suggestiveness, allusive power, as well as its tendency towards elision: ‘neobarroca por lo opuesto a los otros: no por abundancia sino más bien por anorexia’ (Kamenszain in Chitarroni 2005: 2). It is in fact the latter term that critic Ben Bollig chooses to characterise Kamenszain’s poems: ‘precision, smallness, and even what one might call phrasal anorexia’ (Bollig 2009: 167). This ‘phrasal anorexia’ is indeed far from the ‘invasión de pliegues, orlas iridiscentes o drapeados magníficos’ of the ‘resurrección, primeramente cubana, del barroco’ in Latin America– as Néstor Perlongher famously characterised the neobrarroco in the first line of his seminal introduction to Medusario, first published in Caribe transplatino (São Paulo, 1991). But this is precisely because the ‘barroco contemporáneo carece de un suelo literario homogéneo donde montar el entretejido de sus minas’ (Perlongher (1991) 2010: 19). It is a question of hues (matices, as Libertella said, quoted in Perlongher (1991) 2010: 20) more than a unified movement and yet, an important first characterisation to understand Kamenszain’s poetry, a poetry which, as we have seen, has grown in spirals through the decades, has visited and revisited places, people, readings, and has re-invented itself in its attempts to say the unsayable.
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^1	  The ‘sheltering word’ is my translation of Paul Celan’s “Zeltwort” quoted by Tamara Kamenszain in Solos y solas (See Kamenszain, trans. C. Rossi, Solos y solas / Men and Women Alone (Hove: Waterloo Press, 2010),p. 49).
^2	  See José Gobello’s definition of lunfardo (Gobello 1999: 9): ‘a repertoire of terms brought by the immigration during the second half of the nineteenth century and until the outbreak of the First World War and adopted by the ‘low’ people of Buenos Aires, in whose discourse were also found other terms of a farming background, as well as terms of quechua origin and lusismos which were already common in popular speech, and which altogether formed a lexis which is spoken on all social levels in the ‘River Plate Republics.’
^3	  According to the Diccionario de la Real Academia ‘propiedad’ is the ‘significado o sentido peculiar y exacto de las voces o frases.’ But I read this term here also as implying leaving behind the ‘deeds’ of the language, i.e. a prescriptive way of saying or writing. 
^4	  Kamenszain is quoting the Spanish version by Victoriano Alcantud Serrano (in Manifiesto por la filosofía (Buenos Aires: Nueva Visión, 1990, p. 57) which is itself a translation of the version offered by Badiou). 
^5	  For a discussion of this term see Englund 2009: 150. 
^6	  For a comprehensive discussion of Celan’s poetics see Boase-Beier, J., 2014. ‘Bringing Home the Holocaust: Paul Celan's 'Heimkehr' in German and English’ in Translation and Literature 23. pp. 222–34.
^7	  See my Introduction to Kamenszain, T., 2012. The Echo of My Mother, trans. Cecilia Rossi (Hove: Waterloo Press). 
^8	  See my Introduction to Kamenszain, T., 2012. The Echo of My Mother, trans. Cecilia Rossi (Hove: Waterloo Press). I then proceed to discuss the translation of poetry as an attempt at translating the untranslatable.
